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Butler Community College 

Request for Proposal Access Controls & Video Surveillance 

RFPID:  DT-PHYSICALSECURITY-ELD-2018 

6th, April – 2018 

 

******************************************************************************************** 

Submitted Questions and Answers 

******************************************************************************************** 

 

Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Are Life Safety Power supplies and enclosures required, or can alternates be submitted? 

Answer:  

Life Safety Power Supplies and enclosures are required. 

 

Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Are access credentials required?  What type and quantity?  (i.e. Keyfobs or cards) 

Answer:  

Yes, we will need 5000  iClass cards.
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Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Is a badge printer and photo capture camera required? 

Answer:  

Badge Printer and photo capture is not apart of this RFP 
 

Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Are all video and access control servers provided by Butler? Under the scope of work, 
specifications & requirements section, (5.1 Requirements) it lists (5) locations that will 
require a small server (DVR) for local storage.  Can specifications for those servers be 
provided to Butler for the college to purchase? 

Answer:  

The Following locations will need their own server. The server will need to be able to 
store 30 days of video at 7 frames a second and full resolution. Please provide your 
storage calculator for each site in the bid.  
 
Fire Science 
Rosehill 
AG 
Service Center 
9100 Building 
 

Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Is integration to Avigilon required from existing DMP and Bosch equipment?  Is the 
existing Bosch equipment to be replaced with DMP panels? 

Answer:  

All existing panels including Bosh panels will need to be replaced with DMP panels. This 
will not integrate with Avigilon 
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Submitted 4/2/18 

Question: 

Building 2610 has a Best lock on the garage to hallway door.  Plans do not show a card 
reader for this door.  Does this location need to have a card reader? 

Answer:  

The lock on the hallway door to the garage will not be replaced, it will be removed. 
 

Submitted 4/11/18 

Question: 

On Addendum #1 for physical security, Rose Hill lists 2 additional cameras.  No Rose 
Hill prints were provided at the walk through.  Are these prints available for distribution or 
is a walk through required? 

Answer:  

At this time there are no blueprints, we were just notified of an addition that will be added 
to the building. If we are provided blueprints before the deadlines of this rfp, we will send 
them out. 

 

Submitted 4/11/18 

Question: 

On Addendum #1 for physical security, building 1500 lists 223 and 222 as getting access 
control.  During walk through door 233 was noted as having existing electrified 
lockset.  Should the addendum list 222 and 233 as the doors needing access control? 

Answer:  

All existing access controls will be replaced in this project. 222 and 233 will need new 
access controls on them.  
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Submitted 4/11/18 

Question: 

6000 building print included in documentation.  No cameras or access control is 
specified on prints.  Were the devices omitted or is the facility not part of this project?  

Answer:  

 Please omit the 6000 building, they are apart of the master blue prints but not apart of 
the rfp. 

 

Submitted 4/16/18 

Question: 

Upon multiple reviews of the provided prints, quantities listed in addendum #1 for card 
reader/locks and door position switch lines are not equal.  Correct quantities for below 
items requested. 

a.  Position Switch Doors- listed as 112, while count produces 103. 

b.  HID Card Readers- HES Locks- Door quantity to 210.  Counts of provided prints list 
192. 

Answer:  

 Please reference the correct numbers on the excel document “AccessControlsCount. 
Total numbers are as follow  

AC:190 

M:102 

VD:12 
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Submitted 4/16/18 

Question: 

Building 2000-1 has multiple doors listed as VD.  During the walkthrough it was 
conveyed that these doors will require a strike, door position switch and request to exit 
motion, but not a card reader 

Answer:  

Both doors need to have electronic locking sets and be able to unlocked for scheduled 
events.  

Submitted 4/16/18 

Question: 

Will a double door require two locks or one?  This decision will affect both the operation 
of the door and the cost of the project. 

Answer:  

Correct, both doors need to have electronic locking sets 

 
 

Submitted 4/17/18 

Question: 

Will all access control panels communicate over BCCC network to one server, or will the 
remote buildings with their own servers need to be licensed for access control as well as 
video? 

Answer:  

There will be one Access Control Server for all sites to communicate with.  
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Submitted 4/17/18 

Question: 

Are there device counts available for the Rose Hill location?  Addendum references 
additional items however original device count/listing has not been provided.  

Answer:  

There is no Access Controls in Rosehill. The addendum calls out 2 – 6.0 L-H4F-D01-R 
cameras.  


